A plot shows the tumor volume over time for different treatments:

- **EC-VC**
- **EC-VC+TM**
- **EC-Bcl-2**
- **EC-Bcl-2+TM**

The graph indicates a significant increase in tumor volume over 21 days for EC-Bcl-2+TM compared to the other groups.

B) The tumor weight is shown in percentage for each treatment group. EC-Bcl-2+TM has a notably higher tumor weight compared to the other groups.

C) Images of tissue sections under a microscope for each treatment group:
- **EC-VC**
- **EC-Bcl-2**
- **EC-VC+TM**
- **EC-Bcl-2+TM**

D) The microvessel density for each group is represented by bars. EC-Bcl-2+TM shows a higher microvessel density compared to the other groups.